UMC Won the Preliminary Injunction against Micron in China; Global Memory
Market Is Very Likely to See Reshuffle, Says TrendForce
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DRAMeXchange, a division of TrendForce, expects that the global memory market may have a reshuffle if the
judgment is enforced and other Chinese memory suppliers enter the market next year.
rd

not only banned the sales of some Micron-branded and Crucial-branded products in China, but also ordered
Micron’s IC assembly/testing plant in Xi’an to halt operation; Micron Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. has also
been ordered to cease sales. The judgment will have significant impacts on the sales of products under Micron's
own brand or the Crucial brand in China. Moreover, the businesses of Micron's downstream partners would also
be affected.
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WitsView offers comprehensive coverage of the display industry from upstream components, midstream panels/touch
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